September 14, 2021
Award Winners

Letter from the President
Words cannot express how thankful we are for all
of you that submitted work to our 2021 Creative
Awards! We had 142 submissions with 76 awards,
this is simply amazing. Watching the Club grow
every year with new members and more talent
inspires me as I am sure it does all of you.
This year was still a different year from past years,
but I am so happy we were able to all be together and
celebrate in person safely and with much excitement.

I look forward to next year’s Awards Show
and all of the creative talent that happens over
the course of this year.
Till Next Year!
Cheers,
KELLY MCGIVERIN
President of The Ad Club of Western Mass
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Bronze
CATEGORY

COMPANY: 423 Motion, Inc.
PROJECT: #TwitterTips Intro
Category: Single motion graphic, animation, or mixed media video
This is an introduction video to a series of short videos made to familiarize
new users with the basic features of Twitter.

Jesse Kerman (Animator), Mary Myers (Producer,
Atomic D), Peter Williams (Creative Director, Atomic D)

COMPANY: Allen Media & Associates
PROJECT: Wanczyk Nursery “How Does Your Garden Grow”
Category: Series of radio commercials for the same campaign.
Wanczyk Nursery “2020 Campaign”.

[AUDIO]
David Allen, Mark Savage

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: Sleep USA Comfort Billboard
Category: Single poster, transit shelter, or billboard. Print or digital
SleepUSA Mattress, a small chain of bedding stores located in the South, needed to keep their messaging
in front of potential customers during the pandemic. Andrews, along with SleepUSA, decided to pull back
on any direct call to actions or sales promotions in these trying times. Instead, we developed language
and artwork that promoted social distancing while showcasing their support for the community.
Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Teresa Utt (Account Manager), Linda Futterman (Copywriter), Jan Castonguay (Creative)

COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: VSTONE Logo
Category: Logomark design

The Veterinary Scholarship Trust of New England approached Andrews looking to develop a logo to
help their Non-Profit stand out. Since the majority of VSTONE’s potential donor-facing elements are
received through the mail Andrews wanted to develop something that was welcoming and memorable.
VSTONE’s target audience is recent veterinary graduates, we felt that by creating a mark of a dog with
a graduation cap it quickly conveyed the message in a fun and simple way.
Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Teresa Utt (Account Manager)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: UMassFive Customer Welcome

Category: Single motion graphic, animation, or mixed media video
UMassFive was looking to generate an onboarding video for new customers that showcased all the
services that they have to offer. The challenge was that this video was originally supposed to be shot at
various branch locations that showed their staff engaging with everyday customers. Due to the pandemic, Andrews chose to shift the strategy and generate a fully animated video that takes the viewer through
a journey which presents everything that UMassFive has to offer.
Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Matt Cunsolo (Motion Animation), Matt
Audette (Account Manager), Linda Futterman
(Copywriter), Jan Castonguay (Creative)

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: NextFlex Innovation Days 2020

Category: Branding (must include (A) style guide and (B) elements of brand strategy/positioning,
(C) at least 4 examples of branded touchpoints such as collateral, packaging, signage, website, etc.)
In 2020, Nextflex — America’s Flexible Hybrid Electronics Manufacturing Institute — took their annual
Innovation Days online, and we were tasked with creating a beautifully branded environment that would
capture all of the excitement and professionalism of their live events. We created digital logo and header assets used for the Innovation Days portal, email marketing, printed collateral, and swag items.
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Robert Parker (Creative Director), Jimmy Parker
(Creative), Hali Miller (Creative), Kristin Roy
(Creative), Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: SVEDKA Flow
Category: Single point of sale item or key image. Print or digital

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Robert Parker (Creative Director), Hali Miller
(Associate Creative Director), David Foote (Senior
Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative), Steve Oparowski
(Creative), Jimmy Parker (Creative), Hillary Therriault (Creative), Amy Dennis (Producer), Alexia
Geary (Account Manager)

SVEDKA asked us to create a high-energy retail key visual for their campaign ‘Bring Your Own Spirit.’
While the ad campaign was lifestyle-focused, they needed retail work to be cocktail and product-driven. Our solution was a key visual that blurs the lines between lifestyle and product. We created an
exploding cocktail that brings drama, intrigue, and energy to the product and drinking occasion. This is
amplified by a neon-soaked environment with pooling liquid from the cocktail splash, a bottle reflecting
back hot neons from the BYOS headline graphic, and (mask-friendly) lifestyle that brings movement and
expression to the vodka aisle.

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Isenberg School of Management Direct Mailer
Category: Single direct mail piece, sales/promotional kit, etc. Print

As part of our ongoing partnership with The Isenberg School of Management we were asked to design
an impressive and impactful direct mail piece that would help motivate top undergraduate prospects to
commit to Isenberg. We accomplished this by leveraging the new “I” icon (updated by our team in 2019)
in background patterns and incorporating powerful language that would further solidify Isenberg as the
business program of choice for undecided undergraduates.
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director), Tim
McKay (Associate Creative Director), David Foote
(Creative), Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: One Ferry Project
Category: Short copy (headlines, ad copy, max 20 words)
We partnered with local developer Mike Michon on his $50 million+ redevelopment project in
Easthampton, The One Ferry Project. When complete, this project will include 6 rejuvenated buildings,
over 300,000 square feet of residential and commercial space including plans for a rooftop restaurant.
With the headline, “Imagine Yourself Here”, we wanted to provoke reader’s imaginations and open their
minds to the possibility of living, working, and playing at the new One Ferry Complex.
Lennie Appelquist - (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Richard Weis (Content Manager), Kira Wojtech - (Project Manager), Angelena Delaney - (Art Director/Designer)

COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: Paper City Bat Co

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral,
stationery, packaging, etc.)

Lennie Appelquist - (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Angelena Delaney
- (Art Director/Logo Designer), Alex Cortez (Web
Designer)

BRONZE WINNERS

The founders of Paper City Bat Company came to us looking for an identity for their new (baseball/
softball) bat manufacturing company. For years this young couple from Holyoke had been milling the
wooden billets that ball bats are made from, and now they were jumping in the bat-making business
themselves. We created an identity that reflects their New England roots and the high quality of the bats
they make.
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COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: One Ferry Project

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral,
stationery, packaging, etc.)

Lennie Appelquist (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Richard Weis
(Copywriter), Kira Wojtech (Project Manager),
Angelena Delaney (Art Director/Designer), Alex
Cortez (Web Designer)

We partnered with local developer Mike Michon on his $50 million+ redevelopment project in
Easthampton, The One Ferry Project. The project is the complete renewal of a 150-year-old mill complex, abandoned since the 1970s and left to decay. When complete, this project will include 6 rejuvenated buildings, over 300,000 square feet of residential and commercial space including plans for a rooftop restaurant. The brand speaks to the history of the place with modern touches. Big city urban-style
living in a quaint Western MA town.

COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: One Ferry Project
Category: Website
We partnered with local developer Mike Michon on his $50 million+ redevelopment project in
Easthampton, The One Ferry Project. The project is the complete renewal of a 150-year-old mill complex, abandoned since the 1970s and left to decay. When complete, this project will include 6 rejuvenated buildings, over 300,000 square feet of residential and commercial space including plans for a
rooftop restaurant. The website needed to reflect the brand and speak to the history of the place with
modern touches. Big city urban-style living in a quaint Western MA town.
Lennie Appelquist - (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Richard Weis - (Content Manager), Kira Wojtech - (Project Manager),
Angelena Delaney - (Art Director/Designer), Alex
Cortez - (Web Designer), Jhoy Imperial - (Lead Web
Developer), Romeo Pasion - (Senior Web Developer), Angel Sevillano - (Web Developer)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: Grenier Financial Advisors
Category: Website

Lennie Appelquist (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Richard Weis
(Content Manager), Maria Williams (Copywriter),
Kira Wojtech (Project Manager), Angelena
Delaney (Art Director/Designer), Alex Cortez
(Web Designer)

We partnered with Grenier Financial Advisors to create an updated brand identity for a business that
had gone through changes. After a dissolved partnership and the acquisition of another business, it was
important to reposition this well-known financial services company. The updated creative brands Grenier Financial Advisors as a traveling companion on the journey toward financial stability, retirement,
estate planning, college savings, and more; all subjects that cause their clients anxiety. The message to
their clients is that they don’t have to take this journey alone.

COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: Perpetual Motion Adventures (PMA)
Category: Website
We partnered with Lauren Lasky, the founder of Perpetual Motion Adventures, on this new company’s
website. Lauren is an adventure and bicycle tour expert. The new website needed to showcase her
exquisite bicycle tours at destinations around the globe. It was important to design and build a site that
made it easy for visitors to easily find the perfect tour and show off the beautiful and oftentimes exotic
tour locations.
Lennie Appelquist - (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist (Account Executive), Richard Weis
(Content Manager), Kira Wojtech (Project Manager), Angelena Delaney (Art Director/Designer), Alex
Cortez (Web Designer), Jhoy Imperial (Lead Web
Developer) Romeo Pasion (Senior Web Developer),
Angel Sevillano(Web Developer)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Cider House Media
PROJECT: Garfield Goodrum Design Law

Category: Series of commercial photographs for one campaign or client. 3-5 examples
Garfield Goodrum is one of the top Intellectual attorneys in the U.S. Along with the new website, we added a photo session with Garfield and his team. These images will be used in print and on the web.

Lennie Appelquist - (Creative Director), Elizabeth
Appelquist - (Account Executive), Angelena
Delaney - (Art Director/Designer), Shana
Sureck - (Photographer)

COMPANY: Constructique, Inc.
PROJECT: Seals-It Website
Category: Website

We were looking to seal the deal on an industrial client that specializes in adhering rubber seals to
almost any substrate in order to make a chemical and environmental seal between two things.

Mary Ritzel (Creative Director/Photographer),
Nathan Winstanley (Copywriter), Patrick Consolati
(Account Executive), Quincy Glenn (Programmer),
Liqin Ouyang (Programmer)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: CTP
PROJECT: Simple Campaign

Category: Series of television/digital commercials for the same campaign. 3-5 examples, URL or video
PeoplesBank wanted to redefine itself, and knew it would require a compelling, relatable and differentiating story that connected the dots between its products, services and overall brand promise. But
how do you stand out in a market filled with banks similar in size, products, and marketing? The answer
was Simple. Amidst a global pandemic, safe video production was challenging. But PeoplesBank knew
that video and TV would be key in bringing the message of ‘simple banking’ to life. With that, the brand
leveraged organic-feeling home videos and clips to illustrate the perfectly imperfect and authentic lives
of their customers.

COMPANY: CTP
PROJECT: Simple Campaign

Category: Integrated campaign that includes a minimum of three different channel types
PeoplesBank wanted to redefine itself, and knew it would require a compelling, relatable and differentiating story that connected the dots between its products, services and overall brand promise. But how
do you stand out in a market filled with banks similar in size, products, and marketing? The answer was
Simple. The idea of ‘Real Simple Banking’ was painted across multiple channels, and clearly resonated with consumers. The campaign results speak for themselves as PeoplesBank saw a 12% increase in
account opens, a 10% increase in web traffic and a 10% increase in brand familiarity - to name a few.

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: Tamale Case Study: How a metal belt
improved a time-honored tradition

Category: Long-form copy (editorial, advertorial, brochures, sell sheets, etc.)

MAKING HOLIDAY MEMORIES, ONE TAMALE AT A TIME

HOW A METAL BELT IMPROVED A TIME-HONORED TRADITION
It is believed that tamales originated as early as 8000 to 5000 BC in Mesoamerica. Adopted by Aztec and
Mayan civilizations and then Mexican and Guatemalan cultures, tamales are enjoyed for their portability and
versatility. Made of masa or dough steamed in a corn husk or banana leaf, tamales can be stuffed with meats,
cheeses, fruits, vegetables, chilies, or any combination thereof. While eating them is easy, producing them
can be tedious. It is for this reason that tamales are typically mass produced, often around the holidays, to be
stored and enjoyed throughout the following year.

Belt Technologies, Inc., which produces custom metal belt conveyor solutions for new and existing
conveyor systems, was approached by engineering student Alejandra Marroquin for help with
a project for her class at California State University Long Beach in which she sought to improve the
time-consuming process for making tamales. A successful partnership ensued, and Belt asked for
a compelling way to share this unique experience. This case study uses a problem-solution-results
format, along with a little tamale history, to tell the story in a way that is engaging both for industry
insiders and the general public.

When engineering student Alejandra Marroquin had the opportunity to improve the time-consuming
process, she seized the opportunity, putting her manufacturing knowledge and mechanical inclinations to use
in her Senior Design class at California State University Long Beach.

COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: This Is What We Do: Trinity Health Of New England
Category: Scriptwriting for broadcast or online video

[SCRIPT]

BRONZE WINNERS

Trinity Health Of New England approached us to develop a testimonial campaign to highlight its major
service lines, beginning with cardiovascular services. Instead of a patient testimonial, we decided to
feature a patient’s family member thanking caregivers. The pandemic hit, requiring us to reevaluate
the concept to avoid having to photograph patients in person. Instead, for the digital ads, we featured
a photo of the patient with their loved one, along with a note of appreciation from the family member.
The bright colors, personal photo and movement in each html5 ad serve to create a compelling, attention-grabbing visual.
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COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: Insist on Vlier: Corporate Video

Category: Single video short (not part of an advertising campaign) less than 120s
To tell the Vlier story and concisely showcase their range of more than 3300 products and the
many applications and industries that use them, we conceptualized and produced this approximately
90-second video for their website and to use during sales presentations. The dynamic footage
effectively demonstrates the large impact their small parts have on applications around the globe,
while also touching on the essence of the Vlier process, mission and core values. We produced the
spot from concept and scriptwriting through final production using client and sourced stock video.

COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: An Ounce of Precision: Vlier Video-Medical
Category: Single video short (not part of an advertising campaign) less than 120s

Vlier wanted to expand its sales efforts in the medical space and requested our help. One part of our
strategy included a video for their website and sales presentations that highlights the vast array of
Vlier products that are well suited to medical applications ranging from knee and back braces to MRI
machines and oncology treatment equipment. The “Ounce of Precision” video showcases applications
alongside the Vlier parts that are used to get the point across clearly, with a voiceover and text that
highlights benefits and features.

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: Always On: Great Wolf Lodge Video Case Study

Category: Single long-form video (not part of an advertising campaign) greater than 120s
After initiating a successful, long-term partnership with Great Wolf Lodge New England, Dalkia Energy, EDF Group requested a video case study to showcase not only the problem-solution-results of the
project, but also its immense scope, numerous components and depth of service. The nature of the Great
Wolf Lodge facility allowed us to incorporate both sweeping footage via drone to show the large-scale
of the project, as well as close-up shots that focused on the level of detail involved. Colorful graphics and
CG cutaways increased the level of engagement, motion and emotion not typically found in this type of
video.

COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: Excel Dryer: Global Pandemic Response Video

Category: Single long-form video (not part of an advertising campaign) greater than 120s
During the COVID-19 outbreak, Excel Dryer approached us to promote their donations of mobile hand
hygiene units to local businesses, field sites, and temporary facilities. Their XLERATOR Hand Dryer with
HEPA Filtration System had recently been proven to remove 99.999 percent of viruses from the airstream. So, in response to the pandemic, Excel created and donated new mobile hand hygiene units to
help support frontline workers, including those at drive-through COVID-19 testing sites. Interviews were
filmed on location at the testing sites at the Eastern States Exposition, where many of the mobile hand
hygiene units were being used.

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Meghan Hoagland Photography
PROJECT: Local Meat
Category: Series for product, lineup, or single client. 3-5 examples

The Corsello’s wanted photos of their product which is RAW (not cooked) meat, so, before I even picked
up my gear, I did a lot of research to figure out 1) can raw meat look appetizing and 2) how can we
brand their product as Corsello’s instead of just random meat slabs. I was also thoughtful of warmth and
artistry in contrast with cold, bloody, raw meat. The photos were used for social (50% boost in engagement), web and butcher box advertisements.
Meghan Hoagland, Photography, Styling and
Direction

COMPANY: Meghan Hoagland Photography
PROJECT: Very Still Life
Category: Series for product, lineup, or single client. 3-5 examples

This product series was part of a commission to photograph Spencer Peterman’s inventory for their
website and was also used on social channels. It included streamlined product photos and product use
photos. Website and ad campaign which included these pics helped double Peterman’s sales last year.

Meghan Hoagland Direction, Styling and
Photography and Advertising Manager

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Meghan Hoagland Photography
PROJECT: At The Butcheria

Category: Series of photographs (must provide written context in submission details). 3-5 examples
This photo series was commissioned by Corsello Butcheria to help show the community what it looks like
behind the counter at their local butcheria. The Corsello team is pictured going through their daily tasks.
This series was intended to add value to their social channels/website and has been well received by the
community.
Meghan Hoagland direction and photography

COMPANY: New York Sound & Motion Productions Inc. & Chik Media
PROJECT: Square One Campaign for Healthy Kids
Category: Single television/digital commercial. URL or video

We wanted to come up with a creative idea that would include the kids and leaders in the community.
With the help of ChickMedia, and Horgan Associates, a fun play on kids and adults was developed to
show how leaders of tomorrow need your help today.

Edward W, Brown III (Concept / Director of
Photography / Editor), David Horgan (producer),
Meghan Rothschild (writer/producer)

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: Starrlight Design
PROJECT: PeoplesStout
Category: Single package, printed

Holyoke Craft Beer’s first can release, PeoplesStout, was intended to make its debut at the famed Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day Parade. Sadly, COVID-19 had other ideas. PeoplesBank, which is headquartered in
Holyoke, commissioned the brew for what would have been a party at major branch located along the
parade route. The brewers wanted the can design to be iconic and eye-catching. I selected an all-over
shamrock motif on a silver foil label that would both pay homage to the City of Holyoke’s Irish roots and
while also looking flashy in people’s hands.

Jordana Starr

COMPANY: Starrlight Design
PROJECT: Ursula
Category: Single package, printed

Abandoned Building Brewery teamed up with Night Shift Brewery to create Ursula, a mixed-fermentation sour beer with raspberries and blackberries. The brew came out a beautiful, deep red color, which
the brewers thought reminded them of Ursula, the sea witch from a movie many of us grew up with. They
made two requests for this label art: tentacles and the color purple. The label was a hit, as was the beer.
Jordana Starr

BRONZE WINNERS
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COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: TSM Design: Bored Game

Category: Self-created promotional piece, or series of pieces, for creative firms, freelancers, printers, etc.
Must have been physically produced, or published by an independent third party.
How does a creative director with a decade of experience in toy and game industry respond to the
early days of the pandemic? She creates a PowerPoint to send to clients and friends to check in, reduce
anxiety, and remind them to stay safe within the confines of a game path. There were myriad messages
out there, attempting to do the same. The Bored Game was a standout!
Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Nancy Urbschat
(Copywriter)

COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: BRTA: Riding Safely

Category: Single motion graphic, animation, or mixed media video

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director, Animator, and Voiceover), Nancy
Urbschat (Copywriter), Medioma (Spanish
Voiceover/Translation), Yan Perchuk (Music)

BRONZE WINNERS

BRTA, like all transit systems, experienced a precipitous fall in ridership during the pandemic. Riders
were understandably uncertain and hesitant to get back on board, even those who are dependent on
public transit to get around. BRTA wanted a video that would inform people about the safety measures
that had been implemented. We felt an animation could deliver the message in a manner that lessened
anxiety and might help restore confidence. Except for the Spanish translation, the entire project was
produced in-house.
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COMPANY: Unity First Direct, Inc.
PROJECT: Voices of Resilience: The Intersection of Women on the Move
Category: Trade-show booth, semi-permanent storefront, museum exhibit. Include up to 5 images

Voices of Resilience: The Intersection of Women on the Move is a multi-tiered, curated exhibit of some
70+ diverse “hidden figures” -- women who changed the course of history. Visual stories highlight the
narratives of untold stories and less-known facts. These interconnected stories are highlighted via a thematic, shaded scheme of past and present. The 16-panel exhibit, printed with a muted finish, preserves
the integrity of voices and captures the dynamics of truth-telling as defined by those unheard. The Voices
of Resilience displayed in 2020 at the Springfield Museums (Smithsonian affiliate) invited people to walk
into a transformative visual history.

Sam Scrivner, Peak Graphics (Printer)

BRONZE WINNERS
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Silver
CATEGORY

COMPANY: 423 Motion, INC
PROJECT: What Can We Learn About Stress From Birds

Category: Single long-form video (not part of an advertising campaign) greater than 120s
This video is based on research into stress responses of birds by Cornell University professor Maren
Vitousek and her lab and funded by the National Science Foundation.

Jesse Kerman (animator),Leah Uberseder (project
manager), Kosta Gregory (designer) Maren
Vitousek (producer/writer), Mya Thompson
(producer), Monique Pipkin (narrator/writer),
Conor Taff (writer)

COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: The Loomis Communities Spring Campaign
Category: Series of print ads for the same campaign. Print or similar digital placement, 3-5 examples
The Loomis Communities was looking for a new way to reach potential residents. Andrews created a
campaign that focused on current residents and highlighted how they continue to grow with the
services and amenities the Loomis Communities offers. These ads showcase in various ways the fun
and interesting activities residents have access to.
Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Matt Audette (Account Manager), Linda
Futterman (Copywriter), Jan Castonguay (Creative)

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: Weve Logo
Category: Logomark design

Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Matt Audette (Account Manager)

Weve, formerly known as GoRemote, is a San Francisco based tech company that has created a platform which allows companies to interact and collaborate through virtual meetings and various different
games to help build company culture (remotely). Andrews was tasked with creating a new brand that
fit within the remote tech space, while also keeping it scalable and fun. The “W” mark was inspired by
an interactive drawing game within the app. The mark comes across as more free flowing and organic,
almost as if a player drew the mark themselves.

COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: Meara Branding

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral, stationery,
packaging, etc.)
A new look for a local Real Estate Attorney. The client requested a simple mark and color scheme that
could be applied to the stationery his clients interact with during each closing. The mark is made to mimic
and upper case “M” while at the same time revealing a small house shape in the center where the colors
converge.

Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Matt Audette (Account Manager), Linda
Futterman (Associate Creative Director), Jan
Castonguay (Creative)

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Fino

Category: Single package, printed
Black Birch Vineyard bottled their first limited-edition sherry and came to us for a design that would
bring a modern twist to this traditional wine. Inspired by a golden sunset, the perfect drinking occasion,
we used warm earthy tones and gold accents to give the label a rich and refined feel — unlike any
other sherry on the shelf. In the end, these labels are a beautiful reflection of the wine inside — delicious,
celebratory, and classic.
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director)
Kathryn Slater (Strategist), Anthony Sarkis
(Creative), Steve Oparowski (Creative),
Karen Leet (Account Manager)

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Brilliant
Category: Single package, printed

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Hali Miller (Associate Creative Director), Kathryn
Slater (Strategist), Jimmy Parker (Creative), Thom
Dudley (Creative), Karen Leet (Account Manager)

SILVER WINNERS

In 2020, Black Birch Vineyard bottled their first ever sparkling wine (named Brilliant) and came to
us for labels that would stand out from their regular line-up of varietals, while maintaining brand
consistency overall. In an effort to evoke the celebratory feeling that comes when you pop the cork
of a bottle of bubbly, we centered the design on an elegant, starry night sky and silhouette of rolling
mountains (inspired by the landscape surrounding the vineyard). We utilized typefaces and production
techniques including metallic foils and matte finishes, consistent with their other limited-edition varietals.
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: SVEDKA Pure Infusions Packaging
Category: Series of packages or a packaging line. 3+ examples
We created packaging for SVEDKA’s first sub-brand and biggest product launch ever – Pure Infusions.
This lineup of 3 flavors is wellness-focused with real ingredients, no sugar, and big flavor. It is also SVEDKA’s first premium-priced offering.
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Robert Parker (Creative Director), Joe Marden
(Creative), John Silva (Creative), Thom Dudley
(Creative), Jimmy Parker (Creative), Emily Capuano
(Account Manager), Amy Dennis (Producer)

Final packaging used matte gold with raised, baked-on ceramic inks for premium hand-feel. We created
custom, minimalist fruit shapes inspired by shapes in the ‘SVEDKA’ logo. Fruit graphics are grouped
around a gold SVEDKA logo band to make it look like fruit is floating in the liquid–a nod to naturally
infusing vodka and homage to the name ‘Pure Infusions’.

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Checkwriters Logomark

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral,
stationery, packaging, etc.)

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
David Foote (Senior Creative), Kathryn Slater
(Associate Creative Director), Amy Dennis
(Producer), Liz Austin (Account Manager)

SILVER WINNERS

Checkwriters, a local Payroll and HR services company, came to us for a brand refresh that would
increase their recognition and position them for growth. We began with updating their brand voice,
tone, and persona, and then brought the new positioning to life with a contemporized logo. We
developed the logo using shapes that form an abstract quill and allude to the angle of a checkmark.
Overall, the refreshed brand represents Checkwriters’ forward thinking, upward trajectory, and
positivity – honoring their commitment to keep the consumer experience at the heart of everything
they do.
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: SVEDKA Halloween
Category: Series of point of sale items for the same campaign. Print or digital, 3-5 items

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Robert Parker (Creative Director), Hali Miller
(Associate Creative Director), David Foote (Senior
Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative), Steve Oparowski
(Creative), Jimmy Parker (Creative), Hillary
Therriault (Creative), Amy Dennis (Producer),
Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

SVEDKA asked us to concept, copyright, and design a retail promotional program for Halloween. With
a new headline-forward ad campaign (“Bring Your Own Spirit), they asked us to create a program that
spoke to consumers who wanted to do Halloween ‘their own way’. Our solution was a mantra “Darling,
there’s no costume required.” This celebrates Halloween as a moment to be uninhibited and uniquely
you – rather than another day to follow someone else’s rules. Visuals reinforce this; instead of dressing
the bottle up in costumes, we let it be itself with attitude, energy, and self-assuredness.

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: SVEDKA Pure Infusions Promotions
Category: Series of point of sale items for the same campaign. Print or digital, 3-5 items

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Robert Parker (Creative Director), John Silva
(Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative), Jimmy Parket
(Creative), Emily Capuano (Account Manager), Liz
Moran (Creative), Amy Dennis (Producer)

SILVER WINNERS

To launch SVEDKA’s Pure Infusions line, we were asked to create clean and natural point of sale
that was also consistent with the brand’s neon-aesthetic and ad-campaign. We emphasized Pure
Infusions’ wellness-focused ‘no sugar’ differentiators and used color to cue clean and premium; the
use of white neons and minimal white space supported wellness and paid off the concept of ‘Pure’,
whereas we supported the idea of fruit ‘Infusions’ by surrounding the bottles with fruit graphics
to speak to flavor and appetite.
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Isenberg School of Management Dean’s Report
Category: Sales sheet or catalog, print or digital

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director), Tim
McKay (Associate Creative Director), David Foote
(Creative), Karen Leet (Account Manager)

The Isenberg School of Management came to us for the design of their 2019-2020 Dean’s Report. This
year was different, as they wanted to develop something with visual and physical impact with fewer
pages and more succinct content to show their strength and stability during COVID-19. To design the
cover, and develop graphic treatments for each spread, we relied heavily on the Innovation Hub
architecture wireframe for inspiration. The final product is a push toward a more editorial design
while remaining polished and professional, further establishing Isenberg as a leader in a strong
field of competition.

COMPANY: Code Switch
PROJECT: DesignTalksLive

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral,
stationery, packaging, etc.)
Logo and identity for an Instagram based platform connecting designers to live streaming conversations
about design and creativity during working from home. The simple yet bold posts with limited color
palette immediately stood out in people’s feeds.

Jan Šabach (Designer)

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: CTP
PROJECT: Simple Campaign

Category: Impact campaign, with proven results
PeoplesBank wanted to redefine itself, and knew it would require a compelling, relatable and differentiating story that connected the dots between its products, services and overall brand promise. But how
do you stand out in a market filled with banks similar in size, products, and marketing? The answer was
Simple. The idea of ‘Real Simple Banking’ was painted across multiple channels, and clearly resonated with consumers. The campaign results speak for themselves as PeoplesBank saw a 12% increase in
account opens, a 10% increase in web traffic and a 10% increase in brand familiarity - to name a few.

COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: This Is What We Do: Trinity Health Of New
England-Cardiac Services Commercial
Category: Single television/digital commercial. URL or video
Trinity Health Of New England approached us to develop a testimonial campaign to highlight its major
service lines, beginning with cardiovascular services. Instead of a patient testimonial, we decided to
feature a patient’s family member thanking caregivers. The pandemic hit, requiring us to reevaluate the
concept to avoid having to film patients in person. Instead, we had testimonials from the family member
be delivered via an on-screen “email” that is sent to their care team with personal photos and video clips
of their loved ones.

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: This Is What We Do: Trinity Health Of New
England-Cardiac Services Integrated Campaign
Category: Integrated campaign that includes a minimum of three different channel types
Trinity Health Of New England approached us to develop a multi-channel testimonial campaign to
highlight its cardiovascular services. Instead of a patient testimonial, we decided to feature a patient’s
family member thanking caregivers. The pandemic hit, requiring us to reevaluate the concept to avoid
having to film patients in person. Instead, we had testimonial from the family member be delivered via an
on-screen “email” that is sent to their care team with personal photos and video clips of their loved ones.
The radio and digital ads include many of the same elements as the TV commercial reinforcing its impact.

COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: In Your Back Pocket: ATM and Debit Card Holders
Category: Single direct mail piece, sales/promotional kit, etc. Print

Freedom Credit Union wanted a way to distribute ATM and debit cards to its members and also provide
important information about activation, safety tips, support and more. We developed these whimsical
and memorable “We’re always in your back pocket” brochures as that look like the back pocket of a
pair of jeans, so the cards slip right into the “pocket.” The idea shows that Freedom’s services work as
part its members everyday lives, and that members can expect that Freedom will be there for them (right
in their back pocket) when needed.

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: Market Mentors, LLC
PROJECT: Best in Class Brands: Pilot Precision Products Catalog
Category: Sales sheet or catalog, print or digital

Jen Jasiorkowski (Designer)

After Pilot Precision Products acquired duMont Minute Man, Hassay Savage, Magafor, GMauvais and
duMONT CNC companies, we were tasked with combining all products into one catalog with tabs by
distributor. This was an enormous task given the different styles and information used in each company’s
previous sales materials. We coordinated all aspects of this project from content writing, editing and detailed proofing to design layout and photography. The client was very happy with the finished piece, which
we produced as both a hard copy catalog and online catalog.

COMPANY: Marketing Doctor
PROJECT: New York Bariatric Group Belly Billboards
Category: Series of posters, transit shelters, or billboards for the same campaign. Print or digital, 3-5 examples
With the goal of attracting new patients to New York Bariatric Group, we wanted to create a realistic
depiction of the downsides of being overweight while standing out from other billboards on the highway.
The first billboard portrays a potential patient prior to surgery. Using a custom build-out, the stomach (The
“Before” image) hangs over the text on the billboard, making it illegible. Less than 0.5 miles down the
highway, a second billboard shows a slim body (The “After” image) and the previously-obscured text for
“Long-term Weight Loss Surgery” and “NYBG.com” alongside NYBG’s tagline, “Together, We’ve Got
This”.

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: N/A
PROJECT: Science of Soft
Category: Long-form copy (editorial, advertorial, brochures, sell sheets, etc.)

Annie Kleeman (copywriter)

The client is a retail apparel company focused on expanding their mostly graphic tee business into
wardrobe essentials. The company places a priority on softness, comfort and quality. “The Science of
Soft” email marketing concept was developed by the client as a way to showcase both the unique comfort
properties of the product, and also a certain amount of self-awareness at how unscientific and subjective
comfort and softness can be. My subject lines, preheaders, headlines and additional copy within the email
was written with these ideas in mind.

COMPANY: New York Sound & Motion Productions Inc.
PROJECT: Tales From the Dockside
Category: Series of long-form videos (not part of an advertising campaign) greater than 120s
A documentary about the 60 year history of Brunelles Marina. Five part series.

Edward W. Brown III Producer/Director of
Photography/Editor

SILVER WINNERS
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COMPANY: Northampton Radio
PROJECT: The Big Green Awning
Category: Series of radio commercials for the same campaign. 3-5 examples
Campaign for Thorne’s during the pandemic. Late summer, early fall 2020.

[AUDIO]
Joe O’Rourke (Writer and Director), Stefan
Ward-Wheten (Producer), Emily Bourque (Voice
Talent)

COMPANY: The Homegrown Studio
PROJECT: Diemand Farm Logo
Category: Logomark design

Joe O’Rourke (Writer and Director), Stefan
Ward-Wheten (Producer), Emily Bourque (Voice
Talent)

D I E M A N D FA R M

SILVER WINNERS

A fourth-generation poultry farm tucked into the hills of Wendell, MA, Diemand Farm has been producing
farm-raised poultry since the 1930s. While much of the business has been rooted in wholesale for years,
they’ve steadily built a thriving farm store selling prepared foods (including their famous pot pies) that
was at its busiest ever in 2020. It was the perfect time to refresh the brand, starting with a new logo. The
resulting design pays homage to the farm’s midcentury heritage, while staying relevant and eye-catching
for today’s consumer. And, there’s a little symbolism - the illustration of rolling hills forms a diamond shape,
in homage to the family name.

LOGOMARK DESIGN
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COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: Springfield City Library: Census Campaign
Category: Integrated campaign that includes a minimum of three different channel types

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director), Nancy Urbschat (Copywriter), Janet
Bennett (Marketing Director), Fischer SEM (Google
+ Facebook Advertiser)

The 2020 Census posed huge challenges for cities and towns throughout the country. The pandemic as well
as fear of participation among residents who are not citizens heightened the challenge. Pre-pandemic, the
Springfield City Library was awarded grant money to both encourage participation and help patrons do
so. Our agency was hired to assist. The campaign was quite simply: I count. Our original proposal, beyond
printed materials and social media, included compelling events. Naturally, the shutdown altered that plan.
US Census participation rates won’t be published until later this month. Fingers crossed for Springfield!

COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: Springfield Public Forum: Website + Donation Campaign
Category: Impact campaign, with proven results

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director), Nancy Urbschat (Copywriter), Janet
Bennett (Marketing Director), Ryan Askew (Web
Developer), Millennium Press (Printer)

SILVER WINNERS

In reaction to the daily, even hourly dose of negative discourse flooding from Washington and coursing through social media, we decided to contribute to an organization that advances thoughtful public
discourse. The Springfield Public Forum is the country’s oldest speaker series that is free to the public. The
organization needed a facelift, an enhanced story, a new website and a donor campaign that made a
compelling case for support. We offered to do the work pro bono and the board graciously accepted. As
SPF gets back to in-person events, we believe the results of our gift will be quantified by more butts in seats.
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COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: Springfield City Library: East Forest Park Interiors

Category: Storefront, retail interior design, branded buildout. Include up to 5 images, including conceptual
and/or produced examples

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director), Go Graphix (Printer/Installers)

Several years ago, our agency donated the rebranding of the Springfield City Library. We also branded the capital campaign that would fuel the building of a new branch in East Forest Park. The agency
was asked to bring the brand narrative and graphics into the new branch in meaningful ways. Soon, all
libraries were forced to close due to the pandemic. We were able to carry the project forward, including
the installation of all graphics, during 2020. The libraries remained closed until July 2021. East Forest Park
patrons were able to view their new library via photos posted on the website.

COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: EDC: Live Western Mass Website
Category: Website

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director), Nancy Urbschat (Copywriter), Janet
Bennett (Marketing Director), Ryan Askew (Web
Developer), Chris Teebo Films (Video Producer)

SILVER WINNERS

We were hired to write a narrative which captured the essence of western Massachusetts’ Hampden,
Hampshire, and Franklin Counties. The source for the narrative was a diverse group of residents representing a variety of perspectives and experiences. We then created Live Western Mass, a website providing a
portal into the richness of life in an often-forgotten region. The videos represent the people who thank you
notes to the region and feature their own assets. The site is designed to inspire and collect resident contributions.
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COMPANY: TSM Design
PROJECT: MassMutual: Long Term Care Awareness
Campaign Animation
Category: Single motion graphic, animation, or mixed media video

Deb Walsh (Creative Director), Brittany Arita (Art
Director, Animator), Nancy Urbschat (Copywriter),
Todd Haskell (Voiceover), Raz Burg (Music)

SILVER WINNERS

This animation was the final component of the MassMutual Long Term Care Awareness Campaign that
we developed. The animation condenses the campaign’s key takeaways into 30-seconds. MassMutual
launched a consumer study, learned consumers expect financial professionals to discuss long term care
protection, and positioned long term care as relevant to retirement planning. The animation targets financial professionals who help consumers plan for retirement but seldom discuss long term care protection.
MassMutual’s LTC products are built with features that are relevant to both consumers and financial professionals. The entire project was produced in-house.
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Gold
CATEGORY

COMPANY: Andrews
PROJECT: Weve Website
Category: Website

A fresh, user friendly website for a newly rebranded company, that educates the user through
various motion animated videos and bright punchy colors.

Nolan Richter (Creative Director), Ben Poulin (Art
Director), Matt Audette (Account Manager), Soren
Johnson (Copywriter), Matt Cunsolo (Motion
Animation)

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: BARR Folder & Brochure
Category: Sales sheet or catalog, print or digital

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Liz Moran (Creative Lead), Kathryn Slater (Strategist), Lyndsey Armstrong (Producer), Alexia Geary
(Account Manager)

GOLD WINNERS

The BARR Center came to us for a new creative platform that would serve as the foundation for new
sales collateral and marketing materials. Our initial creative exploration uncovered the data point
that we used as the focal point of the campaign — The BARR Model, implemented in schools of all types
across the country, had never failed to improve outcomes for students. “We’ve Never Failed” became
the rallying cry and leading the way with this bold statement opened the door to large, colorful design
elements — including the visualization of the data, headline treatments, and patterns.
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: UMASS Magazine High Energy Spring 2020
Category: Single editorial layout (single page, spread, or multi-page section)

For the Spring 2020 edition of the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) magazine, we created
custom illustrations and unique layouts that would allow feature stories to stand out, while aligning with the
overarching UMass brand identity. The result: a masterpiece of artistic storytelling that connects readers to
the flagship campus and celebrates the wide-ranging achievements of UMass Amherst and their alumni

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director), Tim
MacKay (Associate Creative Director), David Foote
(Senior Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative), Alexia
Geary (Account Manager)

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: UMASS Magazine How to Bounce Spring 2020
Category: Single editorial layout (single page, spread, or multi-page section)
For the Spring 2020 edition of the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) magazine, we created
custom illustrations and unique layouts that would allow feature stories to stand out, while aligning with
the overarching UMass brand identity. The result: a masterpiece of artistic storytelling that connects
readers to the flagship campus and celebrates the wide-ranging achievements of UMass Amherst and
their alumni.
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director), Tim
MacKay (Associate Creative Director), David Foote
(Senior Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative), Alexia
Geary (Account Manager)

GOLD WINNERS
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: UMASS Magazine Winter 2020 Edition

Category: Complete print or digital publication (book, magazine, newspaper, newsletter,
long-form newsletter)

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Tim MacKay (Associate Creative Director), David
Foote (Senior Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative),
Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

As part of our on-going partnership with the University of Massachusetts Amherst, we collaborated with
the UMass Advancement team on their Winter 2020 alumni magazine. This edition spoke to the innovative ways that the University navigated a challenging year full of uncertainty, fear, hope, excitement,
and change. Together with the UMass team, we created custom artwork and unique layouts with bright
colors and textured photo treatments to evoke a sense of optimism. This forward-thinking edition of the
UMass Magazine provided a breath of fresh air and an opportunity for the UMass community to reconnect despite their physical separation from campus

COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: BRIGADE Client Gift

Category: Self-created promotional piece, or series of pieces, for creative firms, freelancers, printers, etc.
Must have been physically produced, or published by an independent third party.

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Hali Miller (Associate Creative Director), Thom Dudley (Creative), Tim McKay (Creative), Kathryn Slater
(Copywriter), Elena Valenzuela-Stookey (Account
Manager)

GOLD WINNERS

Every year we look forward to finding new ways to honor our clients through innovative and hand-crafted gifts. In light of a challenging 2020, we created a whimsical gift for our clients to spark joy and
inspire hope for a brighter year ahead. We designed custom playing cards with intricate, hand-drawn
illustrations and unique characters for each suite of the deck — including the Queen Penguin who takes
her coffee black and takes a no-nonsense approach to leadership. Each deck of cards was accompanied
by a card that reaffirmed our commitment to tackle whatever 2021 brings.
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COMPANY: Brigade
PROJECT: Bat Conservation International Website
Category: Website

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Tim McKay (Associate Creative Director), Alexia
Geary (Account Manager), Sam Clark (Producer),
Liz Moran (Creative), Melenie Flynn (Copywriter),
Kathryn Slater (Copywriter), Matthew Goldfarb
(Copywriter)

Bat Conservation International (BCI) came to us for a brand refresh that would help them stand out
among traditional conservation nonprofits, mobilize donors, and raise awareness of their mission to
end bat extinctions worldwide. Working closely with BCI, we created a distinct brand personality that
represents their unapologetic, science-forward approach, and matches their unwavering mission to
create meaningful change. The rebrand culminated in a revitalized website that integrates educational
resources with captivating bat imagery and videos of fearless conservationists and scientists in the field
— revealing BCI’s smart, rebellious spirit and inspiring people to join a movement for profound change

COMPANY: Steph Craig Studios
PROJECT: Starr Ripley, 2020
Category: Single photograph (must provide written context in submission details)
Starr’s earliest childhood memories are at the Hu Ke Lau showroom in Chicopee,Massachusetts, where
her parents owned and produced a Polynesian show. She first performed on the Hu Ke Lau stage when
she was five years old. So many years later, she can still hear the sound of her dad and uncles singing,
their harmonies warming the room, merging with backstage laughter as her mother, aunts, and cousins
dress in their traditional Polynesian clothes. Life then was full of costumes, make up, lights, music, drums,
and family. These are her first memories—sharing their heritage and the stories of their people through
song and dance.

Stephanie Craig(Photographer) Starr Ripley (Model)

GOLD WINNERS
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COMPANY: The Homegrown Studio
PROJECT: Apis Apotheca Skincare Line
Category: Series of packages or a packaging line. 3+ examples
Apis Apotheca offers farm-to-face skincare products formulated by herbalists in the Hudson Valley.
After building a loyal following and gaining shelf presence at several prominent natural wellness shops,
they knew it was time to elevate their branding and fully integrate it into a line of cohesive packaging.
We designed compostable product boxes and recyclable vessels for the brand’s six most popular
products, establishing a consistent look across the line, while distinguishing each product with its own
jewel tone and botanical illustration. Gold foil details and screen-printed amber glass feel luxurious,
but the overall results keep in alignment with Apis Apotheca’s primary mission: herbal healing that’s
accessible to all.

COMPANY: Kate Huff Design / Tugboat Consulting
PROJECT: WFN Brand Identity

Category: Identity (activation of a logo mark and identity that includes 3-5 examples of collateral,
stationery, packaging, etc.)

Kate Huff (Creative Director, Designer), Jessica Dawson (Brand Strategist, Copywriter)

GOLD WINNERS

Nonprofit organization, Women’s Funding Network (WFN), wanted to strengthen its position as a trusted thought leader on gender equity issues and was looking for a new brand identity to reflect an organization that was vibrant, active and tuned-in. To achieve this, we anchored WFN’s new identity with bold,
distinctive typography for headlines and messaging, accented by a jewel-toned color palette to further
drive visual impact and modernize the brand. The monogram brand mark features an italicized letter f
to emphasize WFN’s core values of forward-motion and feminism. This dynamic shape spans across the
branding suite in the form of a mesh pattern to illustrate a network always in forward motion.
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COMPANY: Kate Huff Design / Tugboat Consulting
PROJECT: WFN Website
Category: Website

Kate Huff (Creative Director, Designer), Jessica
Dawson (Brand Strategist, Content Creator), Noah
Kuhn (Developer)

Nonprofit organization, Women’s Funding Network (WFN), wanted to strengthen its position as a trusted thought leader on gender equity issues and was looking for a full website redesign to showcase its
new brand identity, broaden the WFN community, and engage new members. Our primary goal was to
communicate WFN’s work and mission through messaging and visuals that were at once impactful and
accessible. To do this, we leveraged the bold, large-scale type, vibrant color palette, and linear graphic
elements from the new identity to build a website that was both visually appealing and easy to navigate.

COMPANY: Unity First Direct
PROJECT: Voices of Resilence: Intersection of Women on the Move
Category: Single photograph (must provide written context in submission details)

Sam Scrivener, Peak Graphics ( Print Vendor )

GOLD WINNERS
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ANNA RUBINO

Judge’s
Choice
COMPANY: BRIGADE
PROJECT: BARR Folder & Brochure
Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Liz Moran (Creative Lead), Kathryn Slater
(Strategist), Lyndsey Armstrong (Producer),
Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

JUDGE’S CHOICE
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ROBERT COMIRE

Judge’s
Choice
COMPANY: BRIGADE
PROJECT: BRIGADE Client Gift

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Hali Miller (Associate Creative Director), Thom
Dudley (Creative), Tim McKay (Creative), Kathryn
Slater (Copywriter), Elena Valenzuela-Stookey
(Account Manager)

JUDGE’S CHOICE
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KEVIN MANN

Judge’s
Choice
COMPANY: BRIGADE
PROJECT: UMASS Magazine
Winter 2020 Edition

Kirsten Modestow (Executive Creative Director),
Tim MacKay (Associate Creative Director), David
Foote (Senior Creative), Thom Dudley (Creative),
Alexia Geary (Account Manager)

JUDGE’S CHOICE
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2 0 21

Best in
Show
COMPANY: Kate Huff Design /
Tugboat Consulting
PROJECT: WFN Brand Identity

Kate Huff (Creative Director, Designer), Jessica
Dawson (Brand Strategist, Copywriter)

BEST IN SHOW
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For more than a century, the Ad Club of Western
Massachusetts has recognized exceptional
advertising, design, and creative work made in
our region. Thank you for continuing to support
creative excellence in the Valley.

S TAY C O N N E C T E D :

adclubwm.org

@adclubwm

/adclubwm

Creative Awards Co-Chairs: Susie Howard + Ashley Sicard // Art
Direction + Design: Brittany Arita // Judges: Kevin Mann, Anna
Rubino + Robert Comire
Board of the Ad Club of Western Massachusetts: Kelly McGiverin ,
Kristi Reale, Brenda McGiverin, Karen Blinderman, Brittany Arita,
David Cecchi, Jan Sabach, Susie Howard, Ashley Sicard, Matt
Audette, Nathan Frontiero, Meghan Rothschild, Ed Brown, Stephanie Craig, Jennifer Lopez, Carol Moore Cutting, Robert Parket,
Alfonso Santaniello, and Heather Clark.

